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Introduction

N

ike Corp. advertisements tell us to “Just Do It.” That is great advice
for those who need a little push or motivation to get off the couch
or try something new. After all, just doing something is better than doing
nothing. But if it’s worth doing, an even better way of doing it is to “Just
Do It Right.”
Standards have developed in almost every area of work where the
stakes are high—healthcare, education, manufacturing, transportation,
communications, and government. Groups of people who are
knowledgeable in that specific area come together and determine what
“doing it right” really is. This is very helpful to those who come after them
because it sets the course.
In the world of athletics, competitions started as gruesome forms of
entertainment and have evolved into an entire industry. Because of this, the
stakes have gotten higher to do things right.
To most people, good quality means something that is better, finer, and
trustworthy. If you think about a quality steak, you might be thinking of a
good cut of meat or cooked the way you like it. If you think about a quality
person, someone with good character generally comes to mind. Good
quality is when all is right with the world.
But there is also poor quality and we all know what that is. Generally it’s
something that left us disappointed. We hoped it would be better and it wasn’t.
The world of athletics has an obligation to quality. The reason is simple—
without it there is no standard, and the threat of either physical or
emotional damage is possible. Teams, sports organizations, and athletes need
quality systems and standards because in the end, it makes everyone better
and helps teams get quality results. This isn’t the same thing as meeting
the sport’s rules or having a winning team. It’s about the way we do things
overall. It’s about planning for possible failure so we can achieve success.
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Coaches at various levels have different ideas of what this is because they
have different sets of variables, i.e., the five-year-old who can’t focus in the
outfield, the 15-year-old who wants more playing time but doesn’t have the
skills, the college superstar who can’t connect with his team, or the pro who
has a major mental block because of a recent failure. Volunteer coaches also
have slightly different priorities than developing quality plans and getting
more coaching skills. But no matter what the conditions are or how the
team is viewed, quality still matters because injury and harm are always a
possibility, and athletes (or their parents/agents) want their coach to know
what he/she is doing. If failure is possible, a quality plan is a must.
Just like a juicy steak that is perfectly cooked—that didn’t just happen by
accident. It happened by starting with a good cut, preparing the meat,
adjusting the temperature, keeping an eye on it through the cooking, and
serving it at the right moment. It is about knowing what is expected, how to
create it, and looking for ways to make it good every time.
This is a guide for coaches to help in the planning, processing, and
execution of a quality system for sporting activities. It is in a workbook-style
format so you can write in or copy it as you consider your game plan for
before, during, and after the season. There are many resources available to
coaches to help them develop sections of their quality plan. This guide is
meant to pull it all together and give you the structure for those resources. It
also introduces a few new tools here that may be very helpful.
The outcome of a quality program is simple—meet all standards with
evidence. These standards are not just in terms of wins and losses, but of
league, parent, athlete, organization, and most importantly—your standards.
By planning for and determining your forms of evidence up front, you can
prepare yourself for less stress through the season.
This is your vision, your standard, and your way of “doing it right.”
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Quality in Athletics

Q

uality in athletics, by our definition, is “The positive, productive,
and safe use of athletes, staff, and team resources in an athletics
organization, club, league, or competition.” While this seems
straightforward enough, let’s break it down.
Athletes and staff have five distinct resources to offer a team—time, talent,
energy, attention, and intellect (financial resources are not athlete or staff
resources, but rather team/organizational resources). The required use of
these five resources is expected, but the responsible use creates an atmosphere
of trust and loyalty.

Positive Use of Athletes
The positive use of athletes is about moving them in a direction that grows
and builds on the resources they provide to meet an achievable outcome.
Negative use breaks down resources and moves them toward a nonachievable outcome. This is a mindset and a philosophy. Positive use means
to really understand the resources that these athletes bring so that all actions
enhance their confidence as athletes and individuals. A coaching staff and
administration that thinks in terms of quality is always certain that their
direction is a positive one.

Productive and Safe Use of Athletes
Productivity is a term used to describe the ability to produce something
at a specified rate. Developing an athlete’s abilities within a season or over
several seasons involves productive use of all of their resources. Every athlete
develops at a different rate so there will be an individual athletic productivity
rate and an overall team productivity rate. Every coach needs to know
what the reasonable productivity rates are without causing injury or unsafe
environments. This is another measure of quality within a team because it
involves doing what is right even if it means sacrificing a higher productivity
rate. Determining productivity rates requires data from past seasons,
knowledge of each athlete’s abilities, and understanding processing time.
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Positive, Productive, and Safe Use of Staff and Team Resources
The aforementioned definitions apply to team staff with one important
addition. Quality is about setting, managing, and measuring the
expectations of a process or system. For sports teams, the definition of
what specific results are expected is the key to an effective and successful
season. This definition should be a result of a collaborative effort including
everyone on the team who sets the direction. Team resources (equipment,
facilities, volunteers, etc.) should also be considered in this definition so that
they are maximized but not overused.
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COACH’S NOTES
A great coach has these characteristics:
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

A great team has these characteristics:
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

Our team is positive in these ways:
________________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

Our team emphasizes productivity and safety in these
ways:
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

The most abundant resources we have on our team are:
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

The least abundant resources we have on our team are:
______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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The Coaching Process

F

ailure. No one likes it—especially coaches. In order to reduce the
chances of that, coaches and organizations make many plans before a
season. Depending on the level they coach, they review players, rules, and
regulations; hire supporting coaches; go over film; coordinate schedules;
purchase equipment, etc. In some sense, this is a kind of “quality plan”
because it is setting up the season for success. But most plans are missing
a few things: 1) The team’s definition of what success is; 2) The team’s
definition of what failure is; and 3) A step-by-step way to identify and
control those things that could lead to failure. By adding these things, you
move toward higher productivity and consistency.
If you ask a coach what his/her process is for coaching a team, you will get
as many answers as coaches. But the process of coaching athletes itself is the
same no matter whom you ask. The differences lie in the talent and the way
the coach works to reduce variables—the things that change or vary—and
move toward standardization. The general process looks like this:

Strategy

Understanding

Execution

Instruction

Decision Making

Skills Mastery

Communication

Memorization

Injury

Knowledge

Senses

Communication

Experience

Beliefs

Equipment
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Inputs – Looking at this picture you can see that the “inputs” are really
player development activities. These are determined by the coach and his/
her staff and come from their own plan as well as the administrative plan.
Processing – The way players understand and use this information and
training is considered “processing.”
Outputs – The output is how the athlete and team perform, learn skills, or
stay healthy.
There are variables, or things that will probably change, in each step.
Some of those things will be normal (like player energy ups and downs or
incoming talent differences) and some of those changes will not be normal
(like a sudden lack of team chemistry).
In the previous process diagram we show that inputs are given to the athlete
by coaches and staff. These inputs are the pre-season plans all the way down
to the daily coaching and skill teaching. Since every coach is different, these
inputs will be very different. It is important that your team find a way to
measure or “rank” the inputs so we know how to change them if we need to.
The athlete will process the inputs in three ways: body, mind, and heart.
A coach can’t look into the athlete’s processing stage until it becomes an
output. But by knowing how the athlete is processing, the inputs can be
more targeted and carefully planned. Having some processing tools will
allow us to see how things are coming along.
Outputs seem pretty obvious. But we need more than just statistics and
performance measures at the outputs stage because there are many other
variables that may have changed but don’t show themselves immediately based
on our traditional ways of evaluating the athlete. This is a very important
area because it allows us to see the quality of our inputs. In this toolkit we
introduce one new method that shows you many variables at once, called the
TISCC chart. You will see this chart later in the output tools section. However,
it can also be used in the input tools section when you know how it works.
Once you understand the process and the variables in each step you will be
able to work on the variables. Sudden variables tend to get our attention
quicker but it is very important to keep your eye on the normal variations
because these can quickly become out of control situations.
The following page is a quick reference for the tools we are providing at
each step to help control variables.
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Team Plan Tools Overview

O

nce you know the process, you can get started creating your quality
plan. These are the steps that correlate with the coaching process. After
each step you will notice a resource tool number highlighted in blue. Simply
pull these out of the toolkit, fill them in, and you have started your plan.
You should add other supporting items to complete the plan.

The “Inputs”
Plan
From a quality standpoint, this is your mission statement, goals, position
expectations, drill designs, assistant coach activities, equipment safety,
communication methods, and problem-solving techniques.
	

Toolkit Resources: Doc. 1 – Team Mission, Doc. 2 – Practice
Design, Doc. 3 – Position Expectations, Doc. 4 – Equipment
Standards and Inspection

Assess
This is the way you are scouting, placing players, evaluating health, and
determining how they will advance.
Toolkit Resource: Doc. 5 – Player Assessment
Teach/Coach
The activities coaches use to help an athlete learn and develop.
	 Toolkit Resources: Doc. 7 – Athlete-designed Offensive Play, Doc.
8 – Athlete-designed Defensive Play

The “Processing”
Pre-Execution
This is how players take the teaching and convert it into action.
Toolkit Resource: Doc. 6 – Intentional Processing Plan
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The “Outputs”
Evaluate the Execution
How the coaching staff determines if the players understood the teaching
and are on their appropriate development paths.
Toolkit Resource: Doc. 9 – TISCC Chart

Resolve
The method(s) used to document and resolve problems at any level that
affects the team.
Toolkit Resource: Doc. 10 – Team Corrective Action Report
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INPUT TOOLS
Plan, Assess, Teach/Coach

The planning, preparation, information gathering, communication with
and training of athletes are all activities that are considered “inputs” in the
player development process.
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Team Mission

Doc. 1

“Those who fail to plan, plan to fail”

Team Name_____________________
Season (year)__________________
Coach(s)________________ ________________ ______________
I. Team Mission Statement
__________________________________________________________
II. Strategic Plan
Coaching/Staff Goals:
1._________________________________
2._________________________________
3. _________________________________
Program Goals:
1. __________________________________
2. __________________________________
3. __________________________________
III. Success Measurement (how and when goals will be measured):
__________________________________________________________
IV. Failure Definition (what is failure defined as and how do we measure/
prevent it?):_____________________________________________
V. Required Resources (to attain success or reduce failure):
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Player Assessment Criteria

E

very player has strengths and weaknesses. By evaluating and
documenting where those are for each player at the beginning of the
season, coaches can plan better development activities for and with the
individual athlete to align with positive, productive, and safe use of their
resources as well as see variation throughout the season.
There are different areas where players will vary, but following is a list of the
most common areas noticed by coaches. The associated criteria are provided
as a reference—feel free to adjust yours as it fits your team’s needs. However,
be sure to use some type of criteria as you assess each player because it helps
to maintain consistency in your evaluation. Once you read the areas and the
criteria, a work page for each player is provided. The areas are:

TACTICAL
All athletes understand the game to various degrees. Tactical knowledge
comes from the plays used in a game but can be improved by allowing
athletes to be creative in game situations (which activates their higher-level
thinking skills—see Bloom’s Taxonomy). The criteria used to judge tactical
knowledge is on a five-point system as follows:
1. Player reacts to game situations correctly up to 25% of the time
2. Player reacts to game situations correctly up to 50% of the time
3. Player reacts to game situations correctly up to 75% of the time
4. Player reacts to game situations correctly 100% of the time
5. Player has the knowledge and ability to create team plays
The maximum rating each player can have in this category is a 5.

INTERNAL
Many coaches will say that sports are 90% mental. There are many things
that go through a player’s head that can affect their performance. For
purposes of input definition, we use the following components (provided by
U.K.-based sports psychologist Simon Hartley):
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Focus
Consistently focus on the right things (the most effective cues) at the right time.
1

2

3

Players are often
caught up in their own
thoughts, or distracted
by things that go on
around them.

Players can get lost in
the task, but can get
distracted or think too
much.

Players often get
completely lost in the
task.

Confidence
Consistently control confidence, whatever the situation or circumstance.
1

2

3

Players don’t often feel
confident. They tend
to worry and have
doubts about what will
happen.

Players normally feel
pretty confident if on
form or if they are
winning. But if things
are not going well they
tend to struggle with
confidence.

Players are normally
quite confident. Their
confidence doesn’t
change much. It
doesn’t make too much
difference whether
they are winning or
not. They tend to
just focus on their
performance.
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Motivation
Maintain consistent, stable, and enduring levels of motivation, whatever the
situation or circumstance.
1

2

3

Players struggle to stay
motivated. If things
are not going well,
sometimes they can
think, “What’s the
point?” They can back
off in tough sessions
or when they face big
challenges.

Players are often
pretty motivated,
but can struggle if
not performing well.
They like taking on
challenges but tend
to give up if they are
really struggling with
something that they
think is too hard.

Players love training
and practice. If they
get tough challenges,
they tend to just
keep going until
they get them right.
They don’t tend to
get disappointed
if they make
mistakes or if they
can’t do something
immediately.

Pressure
Consistently execute high-quality skills and make great decisions at high
intensity, whatever the situation or circumstance.
1

2

3

Players feel pressure
and worry about what
other people expect.
Pressure affects their
performance.

Normally players don’t
feel much pressure.
They can feel some
pressure when they get
to a really important
event or one that they
are expected to win. If
they do feel pressure,
their performance can
dip but doesn’t always.

Players don’t feel
pressure when
competing. They just
go out and do their
best.

The maximum rating a player can have in the internal category is 12. (All
four areas added together.)
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SKILLS
The criteria necessary to judge skill levels by sport and position require
more information than we can list here. Each coach has to define this for
his or her team. However, once each skill is determined (i.e., dribbling for
basketball, serving for volleyball, tackling for football) a five-point scale can
be used as follows:
1

2

3

4

5

Needs work

Has the
basics

Shows
Has good
average
ability of this
ability of this skill
skill

Great
ability—
executes
correctly and
consistently

All skills are added up and the total is the score for this area. In basketball,
the skills might be passing, shooting, and dribbling. If the player has a “3”
in all three skills then that is a total of “9” in that area. The maximum a
player can have in this category depends on the number of skills.

CONNECTION
There are two types of connections and both are rated on a three-point
scale. Each should be ranked:
Type

1

2

3

Player/player

Absent

Weak

Strong

Coach/player

Absent

Weak

Strong

The maximum rating a player can have in this category is 6.		
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COMMUNICATION
Communication skills are ranked on a three-point scale. We only look at the
frequency and genuineness of positive communication—both verbal and
nonverbal.
1

2

3

In Game Play

Rarely

Sometimes

Always

In Practice

Rarely

Sometimes

Always

Player/Player

Rarely

Sometimes

Always

Player/Coach

Rarely

Sometimes

Always

Type

The maximum rating a player can have in this category is 12.
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Doc. 5

Player Assessment

	 Using the player assessment criteria, evaluate each player at the
beginning of the season after the first game.
Player_____________________________ Season ___________________

Tactical Skills__________
Internal
Focus=______ Confidence=_____ Motivation=______ Pressure=_______

Connection
Player/Player________________________
Coach/Player________________________

Communication
Game Play__________________________
Practice____________________________
Player/Player________________________
Player/Coach________________________

Health Concerns________________________________________
Action Plan ____________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Drill Work for Long-term Retention

A

ll drills are breakdowns of the skills, or tasks, needed in an actual game.
The goal for athletes is to do them enough that they become automatic
and “memorized” by the body so they can be recalled in a game under
pressure. Depending on the level of athletes, drills are generally set up in
groups—for basketball it might be passing (Task A), shooting (Task B), and
dribbling (Task C).
Neuroscience studies (contextual interference effect) show that various
patterns set up in the brain differently for long-term memory and skill
retention. To describe this, we will use the example tasks from above.
Patterns look like this:

Block Patterns
With a block pattern, Task A would be practiced in isolation for a certain
amount of the practice time. Then Task B might be practiced as well.
Some studies show that this pattern is very effective for beginners. When
first learning a skill, going over and over it will help it to stay in long-term
muscle memory. Interruption of one-skill learning or increases in difficulty
should not occur for beginners until they have mastered that skill.

Serial Patterns
The serial pattern adds more interference, or interruption, to the drills.
With this pattern, an athlete would do Task A, followed by Task B, and then
Task C and repeat the sequence. This is a good method for athletes who
need a little more difficulty—this is an intermediate step between block and
random patterns. The idea is that systematic increases in difficulty would
cause athletes to perform better on retention and transfer tests. (Magill
2011, Jeffrys 2006). This makes sense because the muscles have to respond
a little quicker to the skill and recall it out of memory, which is exactly what
happens in a game.
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Random Patterns
Once an athlete has mastered skills and can handle the serial pattern
well, they should move on to increased interference/or interruption.
This is generally in high school but could be earlier. The highest level of
interference is the random pattern, which allows the athletes to execute all
drills for a few sets or amount of time, and then they are allowed to do them
randomly—as would happen in a game. The coach can also choose them
randomly as well. Each skill should be done correctly. Then, after a few
practices like this, the coach should test each individual skill to see how well
it was retained.
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Doc. 2

Practice Design
(Based on TISCC player assessments)

Season________________________ Coach________________________

I. General Conditioning

II. Plays/Scrimmage (Tactical)

III. Physical Skill Drill Patterns (Tactical/Skills)

IV. Mental Skill Drills (Internal)

IV. Team Building (Connection/Communication)
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Doc. 3

Position Expectations
“The Blueprint”

Each position has a certain skill set. Knowing what each position requires is
part of the quality plan because it helps determine effective use of athletic
resources. It is something of a “blueprint” for each player. Jot down what
physical and mental skills are needed for each position, then compare
this with the player variables list you just completed. This will help you
see where resources need to be allocated or redistributed and help players
understand what is required.

Position______________________

Mental Skills

Physical Skills
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Equipment Standards and Inspections

E

quipment managers often do routine inspections. A responsible coach
will review the logs every so often. If your team does not have an
equipment manager or athletes own their equipment, assign someone to
routinely inspect the equipment to make sure it is in good order, has good
fit, and protects the athlete properly. A simple log will keep peace of mind
and help ensure safety. Equipment logs list all team-owned equipment with
date of purchase and manufacturer. If athletes own their own equipment,
ask them to keep a checklist of all equipment they need for each practice/
game (see following page).
The National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
(NOCSAE) is a nonprofit corporation formed in 1969 in response to a
need for a performance test standard for football helmets. In 1973, the
NOCSAE Football Helmet Standard was developed. The 1974 new helmet
models were the first tested to this standard. The baseball batting helmet
standard was published in 1981, and the 1983 helmet models were the first
tested to this standard. The baseball standard has since been designated as
the baseball/softball batting helmet standard. In 1986 a performance test
standard was published for lacrosse helmets and face masks, and in 1987,
a standard for football face masks was released. In addition to publishing
standards for testing baseball, lacrosse, and football helmets, NOCSAE
continues to investigate other athletic equipment to determine the feasibility
or necessity of establishing standards.
The National Federation of High Schools requires helmets, face masks, and
shin guards for soccer meet NOCSAE standards. If equipment meets their
safety standards, a permanent seal like the one pictured below for football
will appear on the exterior.

Youth teams should always be aware of the
equipment an athlete is using and if it
meets the standards at the next level.
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Doc. 4	Equipment
Equipment

Manufacturer

Age

Inspection List
Condition
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Owned By

Pass

Fail

Coach Training/
Professional Development

M

any organizations are now requiring that coaches have some training
or even certifications to coach. This makes sense because there are
many volunteer coaches or those who have limited experience with young
athletes. For veterans, continuous professional development in new areas of
sports (biomechanics, quality, neuroscience, etc.) is always a good idea in
order to keep on top of new advancements, products, or ideas.
A quality team will always document this training and keep records for
reference and planning purposes. A simple yearly log with the coach’s
name, type of training, training organization name, location, and date is at
minimum a place to start. Any certifications that were earned as a result of
this training are also helpful to include.
A sample log looks like the following:
Coach’s
Name

Training
Program

Provided
by

Location

Date

Result

One of the most obvious results of training is certification or new skills
mastery. Some other types of results would be personal development, pass/
fail, letter grades, or certificates of participation.
New coaches should be asked what types of training they have had over
the past two years. Even very budget-conscious programs with an army of
volunteers should have this type of record because then coaches can get
proper training through online sources or through local schools/leagues.
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PROCESSING TOOLS
Pre-Execution
The ability of an athlete to see and hear the inputs, understand them, and
remember them is part of their motor skill and thought-processing activities.
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HOW ATHLETES PROCESS INFORMATION

A

ssuming an athlete has good eyesight, hearing, and touch mechanisms,
then most information that is taken in through these senses is processed
by the brain. All of the inputs that a coach provides need to be processed
as intended to obtain the expected outcome. Therefore, it is important that
the coach, staff, and organization understand a little about how the brain
processes information.
In the book How the Brain Learns, education consultants David Sousa
and Patricia Wolfe explain in detail how the brain takes in information
from the environment and processes it. The following graphic shows the
processing flowchart:

Athletes will see and hear the things that the coach(es) show or tell them.
They will also touch a variety of things during the practice. All of this data
goes through the sensory register, which is represented by the picture of the
window, where what is important to our survival is determined. Most of the
data is found to be unimportant and dropped from processing. If our brains
did process everything, we would be overwhelmed.
If the data is important, the sensory register will pass it on to the immediate
memory—sometimes called the short-term memory. This is represented
by the door. In short-term memory, the brain makes a decision about how
to handle the data and sends it where it needs to go. If the brain perceives
threat, other data processing takes on a lower priority so the brain can deal
with that threat. Survival is a top priority of the brain. This is an important
topic and we will come back to this.
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The next step is working memory, represented by the gear. This is where
much of our thinking, or information processing, takes place. Information
in working memory receives our attention but we are unable to process
much data in working memory. It is the temporary holding bin. Adults
are generally able to retain information in working memory for 10 to 20
minutes before the brain loses focus. It has two characteristics worth noting:
1. It screens information that comes into it.
2. It is limited in what it can hold and how long it can hold it. In adults,
it can hold about five to nine items for about 10-20 seconds. For
adolescents, it can hold less for shorter times.
Because information in working memory is fragile and easily lost, it must
be kept activated for it to be remembered. Activation is high as long as the
athlete is focusing on the information but quickly fades when attention is
shifted away. To keep information activated for longer than 20 seconds,
athletes can mentally rehearse the information or connect it with something
else they already know in long-term memory. In addition, they can rehearse
with other athletes (this works well with plays).
The last step in processing is moving the information to long-term storage,
represented by the chest of drawers. Information not moved into longterm storage is forgotten and can never be recalled. The brain prioritizes
data to be stored. Information that has value for survival is quickly stored
and emotional experiences come next. Information that seems important
because of past experiences is next in priority. This means that if something
is personally relevant, it will be much easier to remember. Information must
be meaningful to be retained.
In the process of encoding information in long-term storage, the memories
are broken into components and stored throughout the brain. One can also
say that memories are “filed” in different ways. Memories can be classified
in two ways: nondeclarative and declarative. Nondeclarative memory,
sometimes called implicit memory, includes procedural memory, motor skill
memory, and emotional memory. Procedural memory consists of things like
typing, riding a bicycle, or tying a shoelace. They are performed without
conscious thought or attention once the procedure has been learned. Motor
skill memory involves many of the things we do every day: our morning
grooming and breakfast rituals, driving to work. How many times have you
arrived at work in the morning, only to realize you don’t really remember
driving to work, as if you were on automatic pilot? Emotional memory is
often called “flashbulb memory” because emotionally laden events are easily
30

retrieved. Examples include the Challenger disaster or the assassination
of JFK. Declarative memory, also called conscious or explicit memory, on
the other hand, involves the recall of facts. With practice and review, the
connections between the neurons become stronger and stronger and the
information is more easily recalled.
New information—like game plays—that we want an athlete to remember
in long-term memory requires more than handing them the playbook and
walking through the plays. Bloom, author of The Closing of the American
Mind (1987), says that learners will remember:
• 10% of what they read
• 20% of what they hear
• 30% of what they see
• 50% of what they see and hear
• 70% of what they say
• 90% of what they say and do
This means coaches should have players talking about what they are doing if
they want them to remember it.
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The square drawn around the chest of drawers in the graphic represents
our cognitive belief system. All of the information that is in our long-term
storage determines how we perceive the world around us. The combined
information helps us understand what is happening around us, helps us
make decisions, and determines our values. Within this belief system are
beliefs about ourselves, our self-concept. If the sum of an individual’s past
experiences is positive, that person will have positive beliefs about himself.
Or if the sum of the experiences is negative, the individual will have a low
self-esteem. People who have frequently experienced failure tend to block
incoming data with a potential for failure right at the sensory register stage
of processing—closing off receptivity to new information. This could be
why some athletes seem to get stuck in a rut.
Thus, it appears that at the end stage of brain processing, developing a
belief system and a positive sense of self is influential in determining what
happens at the very beginning of the process.
Sleep is very important for the brain and memory. The process of moving
information into long-term storage usually occurs during deep sleep. Most
newly acquired information is lost within 18 to 24 hours. If the information
can’t be remembered 24 hours later, it probably hasn’t been stored and can
never be recalled.

PRIORITY PROCESSING
If the brain senses a dangerous situation, it will go into “fight or flight”
mode (Walter Bradford Cannon) and dealing with the danger or threat is
given the highest priority. All other data processing takes on a lower priority.
Before a game or event that causes anxiety in a player, they may have some
fight or flight anxiety responses, and it is important that a coach teach a
player how to deal with this if it is affecting their performance.
Emotional data receives the second highest priority for processing in
short-term memory. Emotions can take over rational processing. Negative
emotions that influence performance should be dealt with before games or
practices (emotional scales, downshifting, and laws of attraction are useful
topics to learn about).
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Doc. 6	Intentional

Processing Plan

1. Our program will give players no more than___________ pieces of
information at one time.
2. The most important things we want players to remember are:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. Our program will keep players focused by
__________________________________________________________
4. Players feel the things we are doing are meaningful because
__________________________________________________________
5. In the brain, motor skill memory (how to do things) is stored in
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
6. During sleep, information is moved from working memory to long-term
memory. This is what we will do to verify that important new information
is remembered after 24 hours: __________________________________
__________________________________________________________
7. Because emotions are processed in the brain at the highest priority, we
can use emotions to help our team in this way: _____________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Thinking Exercises

T

he most important thing to remember is that knowledge has to be
constructed by the player, not just transmitted by the coaches. The
information has to be labeled and pathways developed by the athlete’s brain.
Coaches can help this occur by using more thinking exercises in the practices
and giving the athlete ways to express and use the information and teaching.

HIGH LEVEL
Creativity, evaluation, and analysis are some of the higher-level thinking
skills (Bloom’s Taxonomy). To help players construct knowledge, simple
exercises can be useful. One simple idea is to allow them to design their
own plays and execute them during one practice. This allows you to see how
much they understand and helps them think in terms of creativity, which
is one of the higher-order thinking skills. Simple worksheets for this idea
follow this page.
Another useful exercise might be to group players and have them explain
film and point out how other teams’ plays are different from their plays.
This takes concentration and focus, and will not be an easy thing for many
players to do if they have a low tactical score; but this exercise will help
build upon that, which is good for the team.

LOW LEVEL
Remembering information is considered one of the lowest-level thinking
skills. But it is very effective for making memories that can be used in gametime situations. By having players repeat out loud the things you want them
to know, the more likely they will be to remember.
Applying information is also a low-level thinking skill. But this is a
great way to keep players engaged for longer than the 10 seconds of
attention they have. Any time coaches can have players immediately apply
information or movements, the more they will remember and recall.
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ATHLETE-DESIGNED OFFENSIVE PLAY

Name______________________________________________________
Date_______________________________________________________
Name of Play________________________________________________

Notes
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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ATHLETE-DESIGNED DEFENSIVE PLAY

Name______________________________________________________
Date_______________________________________________________
Name of Play________________________________________________

Notes
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Motivation

T

here are literally thousands of articles and books written about
motivation. If anyone needs ideas, they are certainly out there. For
purposes of the quality plan, we are only going to focus on motivation in
terms of how it relates to the quality definition as stated earlier. “Quality is
the positive, productive, and safe use of athletes, staff, and team resources
in an athletics organization, club, league, or competition.” Motivation falls
under positive and productive use. In the processing step, the brain releases
dopamine (the feel-good hormone) when motivation is positively received
by the athlete. This helps with focus and, therefore, productivity. However,
not everyone is motivated by the same things. Long-term memory and
other neurological components determine what motivates each person.
For the quality plan, we suggest a learning approach to motivation. John
Keller created the ARCS Model of Motivation Design, which talks about
four steps for promoting and sustaining motivation in the learning process:
attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction (ARCS). Since coaches are
also teaching, this makes sense.
If we want motivation to be processed by the brain, the technique will be
important. The ARCS Model of Motivation has four steps, but we want to
point out two (confidence and satisfaction). They are is summarized by the
following (we used wording that works in sports):

ARCS Model of Motivational Design (Keller)
Confidence
• Help players understand their likelihood for success in learning new tasks.
If they feel they cannot meet the objectives or that the cost (time and
effort) is too high, their motivation will decrease.
• Provide objectives and prerequisites. Help players estimate the probability
of success by presenting performance requirements and evaluation
criteria. Ensure that learners are aware of performance requirements and
evaluative criteria.
• Allow for success that is meaningful.
• Grow the players. Allow for small steps of growth during the learning process.
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• Provide feedback and support internal attributions for success.
• Players should feel some degree of control over their learning and
assessment. They should believe their success is a direct result of the
amount of effort they put forth.

Satisfaction
• Learning must be rewarding or satisfying in some way, whether it is from
a sense of achievement, praise from a higher-up, or mere entertainment.
• Make the player feel as though the skill is useful or beneficial by
providing opportunities to use newly acquired knowledge in a real setting
(game time).
• Provide feedback and reinforcement. When players appreciate the results
they will be motivated to learn. Satisfaction is based upon motivation,
which can be intrinsic or extrinsic.
• Do not patronize the player by over-rewarding easy tasks.
When creating a quality plan for your team, performance requirements,
evaluation, and criteria are important for both measurement and
motivation. Feedback is also critical. One simple way to do this is to
have this determined at the beginning of the season and then after each
performance or sets of performances, use output information to continue to
motivate.
Let’s look at output tools to help us do this.
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OUTPUT TOOLS
Evaluate, Resolve
The indicators of how well the input was received, understood, and
correctly converted into a desired action is the output of a process.
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THE TISCC CHART

T

he most telltale sign of output is how well the athlete executes in
game play. This is the where pressure and variability is highest, so this
is where all the prep and processing shows itself. Other outputs include
injuries, skills mastery, and behavior.
In sports, measuring execution is done numerically with things like
statistics, times, distances, etc. These methods give good information and
can help with future planning.
Another tool, developed by Linda Wawrzyniak with input by professional
athlete and youth coach Michael Ruffin, and in cooperation with ASQ’s
Quality in Athletics Group, is called the TISCC chart. This chart can help
evaluate outputs, which can then help with inputs.
The TISCC chart is a matrix of five characteristics that affect player and
team performance—tactical, internal thoughts (mental), skills, connection,
and communication. You will notice that the criteria for these were defined
in the input tools section of this workbook. Knowing where each player
stands at the beginning is the first step; tracking these variables is the second
step. The TISCC lets you track these variables after each game or series of
games—whichever way you prefer—and offers consistency like statistics do.
But it also gives you an at-a-glance look at the mental and emotional side of
the player and team, which is very helpful for further development.
The idea behind this tool is that coaches would do some initial assessment
and as the player developed in both skills and as a teammate, their scores
would change for the better. This would help show team effectiveness.
Players have a separate chart to compare their personal evaluation of their
progress with the coach’s and to see what the criteria is for improvement.
This chart is similar to the one shown below but does not have all players
listed. The team TISCC chart is shown on the next page.
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Each player’s name and position is entered in the left columns. Their
TISCC area scores are entered in the proper column. A total score for each
player is given at the far right. This way, individual progress can be tracked
by either the coach or the player.
Players

Position

T

I

S

C

Cm

Total

Brown, Neal

F

2

9

11

5

11
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Smith, Travis

F

4

11

12

4

12

43

Green, Donnie

F

4

10

13

5

10

42

White, Rob

F

5

8

14

5

9

41

Winter, Jacob

F

5

9

11

6

11

42

Make, Ed

F

5

10

12

6

10

43

Gotre, Drew

G

4

11

13

4

9

41

Bark, Mark

G

4

9

14

4

12

43

Shott, John

G

5

12

15

6

12
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Stump, Lewis

G

3

11

14

4

8

40

Grantt, Anthony

G

3

10

12

5

9
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Camp, Terry

G

5

9

11

4

10

39

Carr, Ryne

G

4

11

12

5

11

43

Logan, D.J.

G/F

4

12

14

5

9

44

Total

57

142

178

68

143

588

MAX TEAM SCORE BY
CATEGORY

70

168

210

84

168

700

Percentage of Target

81%

85%

85%

81%

85%

84%

Each TISCC characteristic is totaled at the bottom of each column. The
max team score per category is in red. This is calculated by the number of
players multiplied by the max score possible of that category. The percentage
of target is shown so the coach can see where the team stands as a whole in
this one area. This helps pinpoint where things need to go in practice or in
game time. Then coaches can see where improvements are being made by
tracking the data. The skills section of this chart varies depending on the
number of skills the coach is looking to track. In the above example, three
skills for each position were defined and included in the overall skills score
(for a max total of 15).
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A total TISCC score is also given in case a coach wants to use this to
motivate a team. If a coach wants to raise the overall TISCC score before
playoffs or championship games, he can reward the team if they accomplish
it. If the team loses, they still have progress that they can see and know what
it looked and felt like to get there. They can also tweak where they could
have worked harder.
The TISCC tool is easy to use and only requires a little training. For more
information, visit asq.org/quality-athletics. A blank TISCC chart in an
Excel format is available in the library.
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BLANK TISCC CHART

Doc. 9

Team/Individual Development Tracker

Players

Position

T

I

S

Total
Max Score By Category

Percentage of Target
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C

Cm

Total

Problem Resolution

E

very team will encounter a problem from time to time. No quality plan
would be complete without attention to solving problems and making
the team better.
Many problems that arise on a sports team are handled verbally and directly.
This is usually a good practice to have. However, taking some time to
think through the root of the problem or how to solve it in creative ways is
important too. Keeping a record of the problem and how it was solved helps
to prevent it from happening in the future and creates a great reference for
future seasons.
A great tool to help in problem solving is one used by many people in the
quality field. It is called a corrective action report (CAR) and is kicked off
whenever there is a problem that affects quality. In sports, any problem
that involved players, staff, or inputs to the process is a quality issue. By
going through the process of filling out a CAR, there is more attention on
the problem and greater thought in resolution. In addition, keeping these
reports creates better transparency in coaching so if there is ever a question
of ethics or politics on the team, CARs can be a great resource to pull out
and show the quality process that was used to make determinations.
A CAR can be filled out by anyone on the team. It generally has five steps.
They are as follows:

1. Define the Problem
The more clearly the problem is defined the more likely it will be resolved.
Problem solving must be based on facts, not opinions. The description must
be specific and easy to understand. Good description is a foundation for
later problem solving. If possible, a supposed cause should be specified.

2. Determine Main Cause
To prevent a problem from recurring we have to find the main or root cause
of this problem and remove it. In rare situations there could be more than one
root cause. Root cause can be hidden by other causes and can be hard to find.
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3. Corrective Actions
The goal of corrective actions is to remove the main or root cause and
prevent the problem from recurring. If good corrective actions have been
taken we should never have to write another CAR for this problem.
A responsible person should be identified and the planned action
implementation date should be selected. When an action has been finished,
the actual date of implementation and results should be recorded.

4. Preventive Actions
Preventive actions remove causes for a potential problem and prevent it
from ever happening. These actions are proactive and oriented toward a
potential event in the future.

5. Log the CAR
CARs should be open and not personal. The more personal we make it, the less
transparent we can be about it. The key is not to embarrass or blame people,
but to simply have a process to work out problems. Having a CAR book with a
number log helps to keep these reports organized and easier to retrieve.
Coaches don’t always have time to fill out a CAR. In this case, having a
volunteer or someone else on staff can help. If there is no one available or the
team decides not to keep a CAR system, then as problems arise it is important
to find a way to collectively solve them and keep track of them somewhere.
A sample CAR follows:
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TEAM CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT

WHO IS AFFECTED BY THE PROBLEM?
 Internal

OR

Date
Open:

 External

8D
No.:

TEAM MEMBER NAME:
PROBLEM STATEMENT/DESCRIPTION:

DEFINE AND VERIFY ROOT CAUSE(S):

% Contribution:

PREVENTIVE ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

Target
Date:
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Actual
Date:

A Note About Youth Coaching

Y

outh teams and leagues have different variables than older ones. The
development is just at the beginning. Kids are learning about the sport,
socializing with teammates, and growing into their bodies. The quality plan
at this level must be adapted a little.
The TISCC chart here is more for the coach rather than the player. A coach
should fill it out to determine where he/she is in terms of skills and game
teaching. The reason is that habits, both good and bad, start early. Teaching
youngsters is both a privilege and a huge responsibility. By working on the
“inputs,” chances are that the “outputs” will get better too.
In addition, motor skill memory is just beginning, and information
processing may be more emotional at younger ages. Coaches are creating
memories that will be very strong for young athletes. For this reason, it is
imperative that they read the processing section of this toolkit to ensure they
understand how critical good memories are to later development.
Motor skill development means that a practice’s design should be thought
out well because of muscle memory. At this age, block drill practice is the
best. This means that one skill at a time should be taught well until it is
mastered. Skipping around to various skills is the serial or random pattern,
which is more appropriate for middle school or high school athletes.
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Bring It In

C

oaching can be one of the most fulfilling opportunities to make a
difference in the lives of young people and communities. Every good
coach loves to help an athlete grow as a competitor and as a person. But we
are only as effective as our knowledge and experiences allow us to be. The
more we know, the more we can grow and share.
Learning about and using a quality plan in a sports organization brings so
many new opportunities for learning and helping athletes. Quality is an
essential field and there are thousands of quality professionals around the
world working for companies and institutions to help them get better and
stay great. By applying quality tools to your team, you can help build better
players and better people.
Excellence is about doing something different, doing something better, and
knowing how to keep it going. Best practices are what every team should
strive to know, create, and implement for their sport. Quality plans challenge
organizations and individuals to rethink their methods. Every time we ask
ourselves, “How can we do this better?” we bring more value to our teams and
ourselves. We also create new neural connections in our brains!
Build your quality plan and be the best.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE TEAM PLAN

Team Mission

Doc.1

“Those who fail to plan, plan to fail”
Team Name: St. Joseph’s High School Girls Basketball
Season (year): 2011
Coach(s): R. Mausch, B. Weaver, S. Sullivan

I. Team Mission Statement
	Build a competitive environment where the girls are great friends and love
the game.

II. Strategic Plan
A. Coaching/Staff Goals:
Before Toolkit:

After Toolkit:

1. Win NIC

1. Improve Tactical Skills

2. Win sectionals

2. Improve Internal Skills

3. Effective player development

3. Win NIC
4. Win Sectionals

B. Program Goal:
1. Keep girls in harmony and having fun
2. Keep girls safe and healthy
3. Increase fan base in the school
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III. S
 uccess Measurement
(how and when goals will be measured):
Before Toolkit: Success will be measured on the faces of the team, our
record in the conference/tournament, and by different metrics.

After Toolkit: Success will also be measured by overall TISCC score
improvement – 80%.

IV. Failure Definition (what is failure defined as and how do
we measure/prevent it?):
Before Toolkit: Any one person who is disengaged is a failure—we must
recognize this early. Also, injuries are failures that we will prevent by being
astute about pain.

After Toolkit: Failure is also no improvement or drop in TISCC score.

V. Required Resources (to attain success or reduce failure):
Backing and support of high school for facilities, training, exposure, etc.
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